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Dept. Classification
Sexual Exploitation
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Occurred To
08/28/2009 16:00

Report Type
Original

Case Status
Pending

Case Status Date
03/25/2009·

Cleared

Day of Week: Friday
Dispatched : 08/29/2008 17:53
Arrived: 08/29/2008 17:58
Map Reference : 118
User Defined Table 1 : Felony
User Defined Table 3 : No
Location Tvoe : Soecialtv Stores

District : 80
Beat Assignment: Beat 81
Alcohol Related : NA
Drug Related : NA
Total Damaged Property Value: $0.00
Total Stolen Property Value: $0.00
Total Recovered Prooertv Value: $0.00
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Occurred From
08/28/200800:00

Location Information
WALMART SUPERCENTER - 21655 N LAKE PLEASANT PW PEORIA, AZ 85382 (Maricopa County)
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Statute/Ordinance
13-3553.A.1 SEXUAL EXPLOTATION

Disposition Date

Location Type
Residence/House

Federal Classification: NA
Weapon 1 : Not Applicable
How Entry: NA
Where Entry : NA
Where Exit : na

Forced Entry: NA
# of Premises : 01
Evidence Collected: Yes
Federal Disposition : NA
# of Peoole Arrested: 00

Person Type
Sus ectlArrestee
I'''. e • • , .

Business/Person Name
ANTHONY JOSEPH DEMAREE
Person Address

•

Employer Address

I -

Attempted/Committed
Committed

••••.

Race
White
Birth Date
04/10/1971

Sex
Male

DL Exp. Date

Birth Location

Age: 37
DL State: AZ
DL Country: United States
Ethnic Origin: Non-Hispanic
Min. Height: 5'11"
Min. Weight: 165 Ibs
Adult/Juvenile: Adult
Hair Color: Brown

Hair Length: Medium
Hair Style: Straight
Facial Hair: None
Eye Color: Green
Build: Medium
Complexion: Light Brown
Glasses: NA
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White
Birth Date
05/07/1971

Sex
Female

DL Exp. Date

Birth Location
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Age: 37
DL State: AZ
DL Country: United States
Ethnic Origin: Non-Hispanic
Min. Height: 5'05"
Min. Weight: 125 Ibs
AdulUJuvenile : Adult
Hair Color: Brown
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Hair Length: Long
Hair Style: Wavy
Facial Hair: None
Eye Color: Blue
Build: Skinny
Complexion: Light
Glasses: Yes

Other Phone
(000) 000-0000

Sex
Female

Race
White
Birth Date
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Map Reference

I

IDL Number

DL Exp. Date

N/A

Person Type
Victim
Home Phone
(000) 000-0000

Min. Weight: 040 Ibs
Max. Weight: 045 Ibs
AdulUJuvenile : Juvenile
Business Phone
(000) 000-0000
Map Reference

Business/Person Name
UNKNOWN
Person Address
000000 UNKNOWN 00000-0000
Employer Address

Other Phone
(000) 000-0000

Map Reference

I

Sex
ISSN
Female
Birth Location

Min. Age: 004
Max. Age: 005
Ethnic Origin: Non-Hispanic
Min. Heiaht : 3'00"
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Map Reference

Birth Location

Race
White
Birth Date
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(000) 000-0000

ISSN

Min. Age: 006
Max. Age: 007
Ethnic Origin: Non-Hispanic
Min. Heiaht : 4'00"
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Business/Person Name
UNKNOWN
Person Address
000000 UNKNOWN 00000-0000
Employer Address

Person Type
Victim
Home Phone
(000) 000-0000

08/29/2008 17:11

Person Type
Victim
Home Phone
(000) 000-0000
Other Phone
(000) 000-0000
Race
White
Birth Date

Max. Height: 3'06"
Min. Weight: 030 lbs
Max. Weight: 035 Ibs
AdulUJuvenile : Juvenile
Business Phone

Business/Person Name
UNKNOWN
Person Address
000000 UNKNOWN 00000-0000
Employer Address
Sex
Female

Min. Age: 001
Max. Age: 002
Ethnic Origin: Non-Hispanic
Min. Heiaht : 2'00"

(8511)

I DL Number
N/A

DL Exp. Date

(000) 000-0000

Map Reference
Map Reference

IDL Exp. Date

ISSN

I DL Number
N/A

Birth Location
Min. Weight: 020 Ibs
Max. Weight: 025 Ibs
AdulUJuvenile : Juvenile
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Person Type
Person Re ortin
Home Phone
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BusinessfPerson Name
CHANCE KEANE
Person Address

Map Reference
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Map Reference

N
DL Number

Age: 036
Occupation . . . . . .
Ethnic Origi~nic
Min. Height: 6'01"
Max. Hei ht: 6'03"
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Year
ITag Expiration 2002

Tag #
299VBH

1

Min. Weight: 240 Ibs
Max. Weight: 250 Ibs
AdulUJuvenile : Adult
Employer.-.s

01/31/2010

Tag Country
United States

UCR Vehicle: NA
Top Color: Other
Bottom Color: Other
Vehicle Disposition: Left at Scene
Insured: NA

V

Tag #
039LNT

IE
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Make
Toyota

Tag State
AZ.
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Tag Expiration Year
06/30/2009
2003

Tag Country
United States

(8511)

Vehicle Type
Other

Vehicle Style
4-Door

VIN
5TDZT34A42S105305

Category
Suspect

Keys in Vehicle: NA
Vehicle Locked: NA
Stolen Value: $000,000
Lien Holder: N/A

IFord
Make

Tag State
AZ

UCR Vehicle: NA
Top Color: White
Bottom Color: White
Vehicle Disposition: Left at Scene
Insured: NA

I

Model
Sequoia

IVehicle Type
Pick-Up Truck

Model
F150

Vehicle Style
Pick-Up Truck

VIN
1FTRW08L43KD31421

Category
Suspect

Keys in Vehicle: NA
Vehicle Locked: NA
Stolen Value: $000,000
Lien Holder: N/A
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ORIGINAL NARRATIVE

Synopsis: On 08/29/2008 at approximately 1711 hours, Walmart Super Center Manager Chance
Keane (RP1) made a Suspicious Circumstances call for service, regarding questionable photos, at the
hoto lab, involving three minor children. The Walmart Super Center is located
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Narrative: On 08/29/2008 at approximately 1758 hours, I responded to the Walmart Super Center,
, regarding a Suspicious Circumstances call for
service. Per Peoria Communications the Assis ant Manager was at the photo lab, reporting
questionable photos of three minor children. Per the caller, the person who dropped off the film to be
developed could be back at anytime, due to it being a one hour photo processing.
When I arrived I met Chance Keane (RP1) who had made the initial report to Peoria Communications.
Ofc. Van Koten #8122 also responded to assist.
Chance took us to an office located in the warehouse area of the Walmart, where the processed photos
were located. Per Chance, Walmart's policy is they are not to give any photographs that are of
questionable matter, to any persons after they have been processed and discovered. If any
photographs are deemed questionable, they are put aside, and then management determines if Law
Enforcement should be notified. In this case he and Tammy Claunch, the Store Manager, made the
decision to notify Peoria Police Department.
The photos processed by Walmart were dropped off by an AJ Demaree.
Ofc. Van Koten and myself looked through the photos, there was a large amount of photographs that
were processed. Chance had the questionable photos put aside so they could be checked promptly.
There were eight photographs in which the staff thought were questionable and needing Law
Enforcement involvement.
One Picture showed three persons in a bathtub, with one standing, with her back facing the camera
and her buttocks being the focus. The young girl appeared to be posed in a "provocative manner."
The next picture was of two young girls in a bathtub, with both laying on their backs, one on top of the
other.
The next picture was of two girls naked lying face down on a pink towel, on carpeted floor. In that
picture the anus and vaginas could be seen. Their knees were positioned to where their buttocks were
pushed up and their legs spread. There was another picture done in the same fashion, but with all
three girls in the same pose.
The next photograph showed one of the girls wearing a multicolored sweater with a hood, and no other
clothing, on the floor propped up with her hands and knees. This picture had the girl with the hood
pulled over her head, and the picture was a side view of the lower half of the girl's body, displaying the
left side of the buttocks. There were two more pictures, of the same girl wearing the same sweater, on
all fours. These two photos were of her rear side were her anus and vagina are seen.
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The last photograph showed a male subject, which Chance identified as the person who dropped off
the film to be processed, sitting on a bathtub, holding one of the girls on his lap, face down and naked
with her buttocks shown and his hand on her buttocks. There was another girl who was standing on his
left side, with his left arm wrapped over her. One of her hands was over his hand in the picture. In this
picture the male subject was smiling as was the girl who's face could be seen.
After seeing these photographs, I contacted Sgt. Bakke #7516, to inform him of the situation. He then
notified Sgt. Bezio.
Sgt. Bakke and Ofc. Watts #3017 responded to the Walmart. After being told of the situation,
arrangements for a Detective to respond was made, they cleared the scene.
I asked Chance if he was sure the man in the last photo was the person who dropped off the film. He
stated "yes." I requested a copy of any surveillance footage showing the subject dropping off the film.
Per Chance, the subject dropped the film off at approximately 1600 hours.

_I

Th~on on the photograph package, showed a name of AJ Demaree with a phone number
contacted Peoria Communications to determine if there was any CAD history on a
of
person with that name, and to determine if the phone number was valid. Per Communications, they
advised there was a report with an A..1 Demaree in 2007 refe~m in a Burglary from
Vehicle report. Per Communications his listed address w a s _ and the phone
number was valid to the address given. A..1 Demaree's full name is Anthony Joseph Demaree (S1).
Communications was also able to find his wife's, Lisa Karie Demaree (S2), basic information.

I requested Peoria Communications to conduct a triple "I" on both Anthony and Lisa, and check both
parents under SORI, with negative results. There was also no criminal history with either one in Peoria.
A check for what type of vehicles they had registered was also done, with two vehicles being registered
to them.
Detective Krause #3036 responded to the Walmart and was advised on the situation.
All the photographs processed by the Walmart staff were taken as evidence. The photographs were
turned over to Det. Krause, who was going to use them to obtain a search warrant. Det. Krause later
impounded the photographs as evidence. Please refer to Det. Krause's report for further details
regarding this case.
I contacted CPS, to advise them of the case. I spoke with a Barbara Weaver, on the Police Hotline.
Barbara assisted me in determining there have been no cases with either Anthony or Lisa being
involved. She determined this by doing a check on their names and their address. Barbara informed
me they would b~ing the pictures and it would be handled by a Lindsey Adams,
contact number_ _
At the time of this report, a copy of any surveillance footage with Anthony in it, has yet to be obtained.
All inquiries, made by Peoria Communications, on Anthony and Lisa were hard copied and are included
in this report.
This case IS Pending follow-up with the Family Crimes Unit.
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,Case #
01-08-012835

I09/18/2008
Report
14:25

Dept. Classification
Sexual Exploitation

09/18/200814:25

Occurred From
04/01/200800:00

Occurred To
08/29/2008 00:00

Report Type
Supplemental

Case Status
Pending

Case Status Date
03/05/2009

Cleared

Location Information
9Cw MELINDA LN Peoria, AZ 85383
User Defined Table 1.: Felony
User Defined Table 2 : VR Only
User Defined Table 3 : NA
Location Type: Residence/House
District : 70
Beat Assiqnment : Beat 72

Alcohol Related: No
Drug Related: No
Total Damaged Property Value: $0.00
Total Stolen Property Value: $0.00
Total Recovered Property Value: $0.00
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Map Reference

Employer Address
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BusinesslPerson Name
Jace L Demaree
Person Address

Business Phone

Employer Address
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Map Reference
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Female
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DL Exp. Date

Birth Location
Adult/Juvenile: Juvenile
BusinesslPerson Name
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SUPPLEMENTAL NARRATIVE

Attachments

1

On 8-29-08 at about 1815 hours I received telephone notification from Detective Sergeant Bezio
concerning a call patrol officers were out on at a local Walmart. Apparently a subject had dropped off
some photographs to be developed, and during that processing, the store employee found several
pornographic photographs of young girls in various positions. They contacted police, who were
currently at the store with security officers. The SUbject who turned the photos in for development had
requested one hour processing, so it was expected that he may return at any time to retrieve his
pictures. Patrol asked that a detective respond to assist with the investigation.
Responding to the Walmart store
I arrived at about 1855 hours,
contacting Officers Luera-Harris an
an oten in the back security office, where they were standing
by with the store manager. They showed me the pictures, which did not appear to be "normal"
childhood photographs, and were very concerning regarding the intent of the photographer. The
photographs depicted three young girls in various states of nudity, and several of the pictures depicted
close up views of the girls' genitalia.
I learned that patrol officers of the Peoria Police Department responded to the Walmart store at about
1711 hours reference a suspicious circumstances call. The reporting party, store manager Tammy
Claunch, stated that a male subject had come in at about 1600 hours, dropping off several photos to be
developed. He asked for one-hour developing service. Upon developing the photographs, the
technician found the questionable photos and called the police. It was not known who took the
photographs.
Officers found that the name of the person who dropped the,photographs off was "AJ Demaree". No
address was listed, but a phone number was included. There were a total of 144 photos developed by
the Walmart lab, and the vast majority of the photographs were normal family pictures and were not of
a contraband nature. The pictures all appear to belong to a family consisting of a husband and wife,
with three young girls. Many of the photographs are of the family during vacation at a Sea World type
amusement park. None of the photographs have any "date/time" stamps. All of the pictures were
seized as evidence, and I explained to the Walmart employees that we would be following up with the
family.
I returned to the police station with the evidence to conduct additional follow-u
databases for "AJ Demaree", a listing was found with a local address
. He was identified as Anthony Joseph Demaree and his wife identified as Lisa a
Demaree. Upon retrieving MVD photographs of these two, they are clearly the same as the husband
and wife depicted in the photographs.
The three children in the photographs appear to be the children of Anthony and Lisa, and are white
female children, aged approximately two, four and six years of age, based on the images in the
photographs. There were a total of thirteen photographs that could commonly be classified as child
erotica (8 of the photos) or child pornography (5 of the photos).
One photograph is of the middle or oldest girl, on a carpeted surface of the residence, facing away from
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the camera. She is wearing a pink and yellow striped sweater that extends to her waist. The sweater
has a matching hood that covers most of her head. There is nothing covering her from the waist down.
She is on her hands and knees facing away from the camera, and the photograph is of her buttocks,
but does not show her anus or vagina. The victim appears she may have been "posed" for this
photograph as there does not appear to be any other reason for her to be in this position. This photo
was labeled photo #1 for the purposes of the investigation.
The next two photographs (#2 and #3) are of the same girl wearing the same outfit, but this time lying
on her stomach on the same carpeted surface. These pictures are taken from directly behind the girl,
who has her legs spread apart, exposing her vagina to the camera. One photo appears to have been
taken from a distance of about six to eight feet away, and the other is either taken closer or with a
zoom lens, showing a close-up of the girl's vagina. In both of these two photos, the youngest girl is
kneeling on the floor next to her sister, but is fully clothed.
The next photo is of all three girls in a bathtub (#4), with what appears to be the youngest one and one
of the older two sitting on the bottom. They are almost completely out of the picture and only the tops
of their heads can be seen. The other older girl (unknown which one) is standing up, facing away from
the camera, but with her head to the side so that the side of her face can be seen. She has her knees
slightly bent, and the photograph is of her buttocks pointed at the camera.
The next photo depicts Anthony in the bathroom with what appears to be the middle daughter (photo
#5). She has wet hair and clearly just got out of the bathtub which is behind them in the photo. She
has a pink towel wrapped around her body and Anthony is standing behind her with his hands on her
shoulders. They are both posing for the camera.
The next photo shows this same middle daughter with the youngest child, both standing next to a
bathtub with wet hair and the same pink towel wrapped around them both (#6).They are clearly posing
for the camera.
The next photo shows the youngest child and one of the two older girls, lying on the floor on top of the
pink towel (#7). Both girls are facing away from the camera, with the youngest child on her knees and
elbows, exposing her anus and buttocks to the camera. Her older sister is lying on her stomach beside
her with her arm over the younger child's back. She has her legs spread apart and is exposing her
buttocks and vagina to the camera. Neither of the girls has any clothing on. The photo is taken from a
distance of about four to five feet.
The next photo (#8) is of all three girls, in the same pose as the previous picture, with no clothing on.
All three are on the floor on top of this pink towel, either on their stomach or on their knees and elbows,
with their buttocks facing the camera. The girls are clearly not in a natural position, with all three of
them exposing their buttocks, anuses and vaginas to the camera. There does not appear to be any
reason for them to be in this position other than they were "posed". The girl in the middle (one of the
older two) is on her stomach with her arms around her sisters on either side. The girls on either side
have their buttocks stuck up in the air and their legs spread apart exposing their anuses and vaginas.
The photo is taken from a distance of about three feet.
The next photo is of the oldest and youngest girls, again with wet hair and standing next to a bathtub
(#9). They both have a single purple colored towel wrapped around the two of them. The middle sister
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is on the edge of the photo, and her arm and bare hip can be seen. She is clearly naked but possibly
has a towel around her hair.
The next photo depicts Anthony sitting on the side of a bathtub again in the bathroom (#10). The
youngest girl appears to be in the foreground, directly in front of the camera, since only the top of her
head can be seen. Anthony is behind her, and has what appears to be the oldest daughter bent over
his lap with her head down towards the floor and her feet up in the air. She is nude and her sister is
kneeling next to Anthony, also in the nude and with her hand on her sister's bare buttocks. Anthony
has his hand on the back of her legs, right below her buttocks. Since Anthony and all three girls are in
the photo, some one else must be operating the camera. Anthony and the two girls are clearly posing
for the camera.
The next photo is again of the girls in a bathtub (#11). The middle daughter appears to be lying on her
back in the bottom of the tub, and there does not appear to be any water, but she is still wet. She has
her youngest sister on top of her, also on her back, and they are both facing the camera and smiling.
The youngest girl's vagina is exposed to the camera. The legs of the third sister (from about the
kneecaps down) can be seen next to them in the tub, standing up.
There are two more photographs of the girls just out of the bathtub, but covered by towels (#12 and
#13). One is of the oldest and youngest girls, and the other photo is of the oldest girl and Anthony.
Some of the photos obviously contain Anthony in them, indicating someone else is operating the
camera. All of the photographs containing Anthony could be considered child erotica. The child
pornography photos do not contain any adults, so there is no way to determine who is taking them.
The rest of the photographs (131 others) are normal family pictures. Some of the photographs also
depict what appears to be a grandfather, with a few showing him in front of a birthday cake that has
"Happy Birthday Papa" written in the icing. One of the photographs shows him holding the youngest
girl.
The photographs were apparently turned over to Walmart in digital form, since there were no negatives
included with the printed photos. The request was for a single 4X6 inch print of each photo, and
nothing else.
The following morning, on 8-30-08, detectives of the Peoria Police Department Special Victims Unit
responded to the Demaree residence, arriving at about 0945 hours. We made contact with Anthony
and Lisa Demaree at the door. After identifying ourselves, I asked Anthony if we could come in to talk
to he and Lisa, and he invited us inside. It should be noted that Lisa Demaree is an employee for the
Peoria School District and I had worked with her on a professional basis on a number of cases. She
had been the reporting party on some abuse cases I had investigated that originated at her school, Ira
Murphy Elementary. Lisa immediately recognized me when I entered the house.
I sat down with Anthony at the dining room table in the living room area of the house to speak to him
privately. Detective Shearer took Lisa to another room to speak to her. Our conversations with both
parents were audio recorded and the files later transferred to CD's, which were impounded as
evidence.

Anth~mo~J", identified their three children as ~five years of
age ' - ) , ~fouryears of age
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of age

AJ, Lisa and the three girls are the only ones who live at the house. I explained to AJ that we were
there because of some photographs that were dropped off at Walmart the previous evening, and he
laughed, stating he knew exactly what I was talking about. I told him some of the photos were
"questionable" and he acknowledged that there were pictures of the girls "naked butts."
AJ said that both he and Lisa participate in bathing the girls, and sometimes the girls' grandmother may
bath them if she is watching the kids. I then brought out altered photocopies of the thirteen photos in
question, which had the girls' genitalia covered.
We went through the photographs individually, as I asked AJ who took eac~hotoand who was
depicted. In the photograph previously marked as photo #5, AJ iden . led .
as the girl in the photo
with him. He stated Lisa took that photograph. Photo #6 depicts
'and
i and was possibly
taken by Lisa, but AJ was not sure. Photo #9.ts ·. . . and
and was taken by Lisa. Photo
next to him and
the foreground. This was
#10 depicts~lyingacross AJ's lap, with.
taken by Lisa.
Photo #11 depicts. an~ and AJ said it was taken while they were on vacation in San Diego
from July 17-20 of this year. AJ told me he took this photograph. Photo #12 depicts J~nd"24,
and was taken by AJ, also in San Diego. Photo #13 depicts Jacey with AJ, and was taken by Lisa,
possibly in San Diego.
sitting down in the tub. This
Photo #4 depicts "-tanding up in the shower, with""and _
was in San Diego and AJ said he thinks he took the photograph. Photos #1-3 all depict'" in her
striped sweater and were taken at home in front of the couch in the family room. AJ said he cannot
remember whether he or Lisa took these photographs. I asked AJ why it was that either of them would
be taking photographs like this, and he said they take pictures of the girls' naked butts all the time, and
did not see anything wrong with it. I pointed out to AJ that photos 2 and 3 both depict Jacey's bare
vagina, and he told me they were photographing her butt and not her vagina. He did say that he could
understand why it was that the police were contacting them reference these photos, and why we might
find them troubling.
I then asked AJ why it was that when I showed him all the photos of the girls wrapped in towels and
clothed, he could immediately tell me whether it was he or Lisa who took them, but when I showed him
the photos depicting the girls' vaginas or anuses, he suddenly could not remember who took those
photographs. He insisted that was not the case. AJ did tell me that all of the photographs I was
showing him were taken recently, within the last couple months.
I then showed him photo #7 and he said that depicted'" and ~nd was also taken in the last
couple months. AJ could not remember who took this photograph. When I showed him photo #8,
which depicts all three girls, he stated it was taken at the same time as #7, but he again could not
remember who took the photograph. He stated that when one girl sees the other two doing something,
the third sister will join them, suggesting that the girls got into this position on their own. He later told
me that both these pictures were taken on the floor of the master bedroom. It should be noted that the
girls do not appear to be playing with anything, are not looking at anything that can be seen in the
photo, and are all lying on the same oversized towel spread out evenly on the floor.
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AJ explained that when they saw the girls in this position, "We said go grab the camera, there's two
little naked butts there." I asked him why it was he would take a picture that clearly reveals the girls
genitalia, rather than taking a picture from the other direction showing their faces. He simply
responded that they are not taking pictures of the girls "vaginas."
I asked AJ if he understood why it was the police found these photos troubling, and he said he "totally
understand[s] why you guys are here." I explained to AJ that there is a difference between taking a
photo of your young child getting out of the bathtub naked, versus zooming in and taking a picture of
her bare vagina. I asked him if he would agree with that statement, and he said, "I would." He said
again that he could understand why the police were there, but told me the pictures are not troubling to
him because he knows what the "intent behind them" was.
I then asked AJ what the purpose of taking these photos is, and he said that the girls run around naked
and "she's got a little cute butt." I pointed out that the pictures were not just of the girls' butts, but
clearly displayed their genitalia. He then referred to photos #1-3, which depicted Jacey in the striped
sweater. He said she was just naked with her sweater on, so "we took a picture."
I then asked AJ what he was planning on doing with these photos, and he said they did not have any
plans for them. I asked if he would put the photographs they had taken in a photo album and he said
they would not. I then asked him why he would take the photos if he would not display them in a photo
album, and he responded only that it was "because it's their three little naked butts." For additional
details, refer to the recording of the interview.
Afterwards, I spoke briefly with Detective Shearer, who had questioned Lisa about the photographs.
She told me that Lisa also admitted taking some of the photos, but just as with AJ, could not remember
who took the few photographs depicting the girls' genitalia. Refer to Detective Shearer's supplement
for details of her conversation with Lisa.
They both acknowledged that all the photographs were taken in the last couple months, by one of the
two of them. They also acknowledged that they went to Walmart together the previous day and
Anthony dropped off the photos from a "memory stick" to be developed while Lisa was with the kids.
I explained to them that we would be taking temporary custody of the girls, for the purpose of having
them medically examined and forensically interviewed. I also told them that we would be writing a
search warrant, seeking permission from a judge to search their residence. Although they were both
very upset about their children being taken pursuant to the temporary custody notice, they were both
cooperative with the investigation and with officers.
I made telephone contact with CPS at about 1042 hours, speaking to Danae at the CPS Hotline. I
provided her details of the case up to that point, and she said that they would be sending investigators
from their After Hours Investigative Team to the residence. She told me an AHIT worker would be
contacting me soon to let me know how long their response would take.
After about an hour, I contacted CPS again, and was told that someone would be calling me soon. I
did receive a call about a half hour later from supervisor Amy Van Ness, advising they could not send
out a worker due to staffing issues. She asked that we transport the kids to the advocacy center for the
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medical exams and forensic interviews, then call her with the results.

I made contact with Sergeant Bezio, who contacted the police department's on-call Victim's Assistance
Coordinator, Rita Coronado. She responded to the residence to assist Detective Shearer with the
children. I did leave Detective Shearer with a Temporary Custody Notice to provide to the parents.
Once Detective Shearer and Rita Coronado left with the girls, Lisa and AJ also left the residence,
leaving it in the care of patrol officers, who stood by outside for the service of the search warrant.
I later found out from Detective Shearer that all three of the girls underwent medical exams, and all
findings were normal. It should be noted that normal findings do not preclude the possibility of abuse.
Due to Laney's young age, she was not interviewed, but the older two girls were. Teryn spoke of her
mother tickling her in the private area where she "pees." Both girls were questioned about being
photographed, and neither could provide any information relevant to the investigation. Refer to
Detective Shearer's supplement for details of the forensic interviews and medical exams.
I left the residence, responding back to the police station where I completed an Affidavit and Search
Warrant, requesting permission to search the residence. The documents were faxed to the Search
Warrant Center at about 1330 hours. They were reviewed and signed by Commissioner Donofrio, then
faxed back to me at about 1400 hours.
Responding back to the house, I notified Crime Scene Technician J. Carlton, who responded to assist
with photography of the house and any evidence items that were collected .. She entered the house and
completed overall photographs of the entire residence prior to any detectives starting the search.
Entering the house through the front door, which is on the north side of the residence, leads into the
living room area of the house, taking up the northeast corner of the house. There is the family room to
the south, and then the dining area and kitchen to the west of that. The three car garage takes up the
northwest portion of the downstairs.
There is a stairway in the center of the residence, leading upstairs to a loft area surrounded by
bedrooms. Upstairs, the bedrooms of the three girls are generally arranged along the north side of the
residence, with Laney's room to the west, Teryn's room in the center and Jacey's room to the east.
The master bedroom suite takes up the entire south side of the upstairs.
Once CST Carlton completed the overall photographs, detectives Webber and Young and I began the
search of the residence, starting with the vehicles outside and the garage. Item #1 was a recorded CD
entitled "Coleen and Gordon", found in the right front door pocket of the white Ford truck in the
driveway. This truck bears the license plate AZI039LNT, and is a 2003 Ford truck registered to Lisa
and AJ. A Motorola cell phone/PDA was found in the center console of this same vehicle, and was also
seized, as Item #2.
Inside the garage, we found several floppy discs in the third drawer down of a filing cabinet in the
northeast corner of the garage. These were collected as Item #3. There was a large pile of boxes and
miscellaneous containers in the eastern-most section of the garage. Inside these containers, I found
two CD's in cases (Item #4) and a Polaroid camera in a box (Item #5).
Immediately upon entering the residence, I noted nude photos of the children in frames on the east and
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west walls of the living room area, and these were seized as Items #6 and 7. A large china hutch
dominated the west wall of the room, and Items #8 and 9 were found there. Item #8 is ten DVD's in
cases, found in the third drawer (from the left). Item #9 is a total of 18 CD's and DVD's, as well as 24
8mm tapes, all found in the first drawer.
Just west of the living room area is what appears to be a toy room, and Items #10 and 11 were found in
there. Item #10 is a photo CD found in the top drawer of a dresser against the east wall of that room.
Item #11 is a plastic carry case full of printed/developed photographs, found on a shelf on the west side
of the closet in this same room.
Item #12 is another nude photo of a baby, in a frame, on the wall of the hallway leading to the
downstairs bathroom. This photo is just outside the toy room, and the frame it was found in was left
behind. Just outside the downstairs hall bathroom is a coat closet. Item #13, another Polaroid camera,
was found on the top shelf of this closet, as were Items #14-16. Item #14 is a 35mm camera in its
case, with a roll of film still inside. Item #15 is a camera case containing an 8mm video camera, a
point-and-shoot digital camera and a 35mm camera, again with another roll of film inside. Item #16 is a
Kodak picture printer with accessories, all in a case.
Item #17 appears to be the pink and yellow striped sweater worn by Jacey in three of the photographs.
It is a "Circo" brand, 3T size sweater with hood, and was found hanging up in the hall coat closet.
Items #18 and 19 were both found in the entertainment center against the east wall of the family room.
Item #18 consists of 16 VHS tapes and 5 VHS-C tapes, found in the north cabinet of the piece of
furniture. Item #19 consists of 5 CD's and DVD's as well as 1 VHS-C tape, found in the south cabinet
of the entertainment center.
Item #20 is 4 rolls of used but undeveloped 35mm film, found in the cabinet above the desk, against the
north wall of the kitchen/dining room area. Item #21 is indicia of occupancy, a property valuation for the
residence listing Lisa and AJ as the owners of the residence on Melinda Lane. It was found on the
north kitchen counter, to the east side of the refrigerator.
Item #22 appears to be the cable and software for the Motorola cell phone/PDA found in AJ's truck.
The cable and software were found in the upper cabinet of the north wall, by the refrigerator.
Items #23 and 24 are two pink towels, possibly the towel that can be seen under the girls in two of the
photographs where they are lying on the master bedroom floor and their genitals are being
photographed. One towel was found in a lower laundry room cabinet against the west wall (the laundry
room is downstairs between the kitchen and the garage). The other towel was found on the lower
shelves of the master bathroom linen closet.
Item #25 is a Dell laptop computer, which AJ had already identified as his "work" laptop, which was
found in a backpack on the stairs. Item #26 consists of 8 recorded VHS tapes, found in a tray
underneath the bed in the master bedroom. Item #27 is three more VHS tapes, found in a separate
container under the same bed. Items #28-30 are containers and boxes of printed/developed photos, all
found on top of a bookshelf against the west wall of the master bedroom.
There was a computer desk in the northwest corner of the master bedroom, containing a computer,
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printer, scanner, and other computer paraphernalia. Item #31 is a container of miscellaneous CD's,
DVD's and floppy discs, found on the computer desk. Item #32 consists of 3 individual CD's and a
single floppy disc, also found on the computer desk. Item #33 appears to be more accessories for the
cell phone/PDA seized from AJ's truck.
Item #34 is the HP Pavilion computer tower. Due to Detective Webber's technical expertise with
computers, I asked him to document the condition of the computer system and its accessories, and
impound any computer equipment necessary for a full analysis. He told me that only the computer
tower and power cord were needed. Refer to his supplement for additional details.
The last item seized was Item #35, which was an Olympus digital camera in a box. This was found in
an entertainment center against the west side of the upstairs loft. Later checking this camera, I could
not get it to operate, even after installing new batteries in it.
Once the search of the residence was complete, I contacted AJ Demaree on his cell phone, explaining
that he and Lisa could return to the residence. Apparently after the forensic interviews and medical
exams were completed, CPS declined to remove the children from the parent's custody, and had
directed Detective Shearer to return the girls to Lisa and AJ, which she did. While I was still at the
house, I received a call from CPS investigator Laura Pederson, advising she was not comfortable with
the children in the home, and wanted to discuss the case with me. She responded to the house, and I
explained to her what evidence had been seized and what the circumstances were up to that point.
She told me that she would be removing the kids and placing them elsewhere pending the outcome of
the investigation.
Lisa and AJ returned to the house at about 1900 hours that evening, and had all three kids with them.
Laura Pederson spoke to them, explaining that she was going to take temporary custody of the kids
and the children would be placed in a shelter for the next several days. Laura served them with a new
Temporary Custody Notice, and left with the kids. I provided Lisa and AJ with copies of the search
warrant and the Seized Property Forms, leaving the scene at about 1930 hours. Returning to the
police station, all items of evidence were turned directly over to the Property Custodians in person.
had no further involvement in the case on that date.
On 9-2-08 I returned to work, and retrieved about half the items of evidence from the Property and
Evidence section to be packaged for impound. Due to Lisa Demaree's position with the school district
where she has access to and responsibility for the children at her school, Sergeant Bezio contacted the
Peoria School District, notifying them that Lisa was the subject of a police investigation. He spoke to
Superintendant Denton Santorelli, explaining that the investigation was ongoing. The only details
provided to Mr. Santorelli were that the investigation involved questionable photographs of the
Demaree's own children, and there was no indication that any of the children at Lisa's school were
involved.
On 9-3-08 I attended a Team Decision Making (TOM) meeting at the CPS Talavi office in Glendale
reference the custody situation involving the Demaree children. At the meeting, it was determined that
CPS would continue to keep the children out of the home pending the outcome of the investigation. I
was provided a copy of the meeting minutes, which are included.
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On 9-4-08 I retrieved the rest of the evidence items from the Property and Evidence Technicians,
completing all the packaging. All items seized from the residence were impounded at this time, and a
DPS laboratory request was completed to have the two computers forensically analyzed. A copy of the
search warrant was included with the DPS lab request. The photos that were originally seized from the
Walmart photo processing department were impounded as items #36 (the thirteen pictures of the girls
nude or bathing) and #37 (the other 131 pictures developed at the same time, mostly of the family's
vacation).
On 9-8-08 I responded back to the Walmart Supercenter on Lake Pleasant Parkway. I met with
co-manager Tom Karavites, who provided me a CD containing video of the person who dropped off the
digital images for processing. After returning to the police station, I was unable to view the CD due to
proprietary software issues, so I submitted a request to have the computer file transferred to another
file type that could be viewed. Detective Young was later able to capture and print out still images of
AJ turning in the digital photos for processing.
On 9-11-08 I received a subpoena from the Maricopa County Superior Court, requesting that I respond
and turn the photographs (Items #36 and 37) in to the court so they would be available for Family Court
proceedings. I responded to the Juvenile Division of the Superior Court that afternoon, making contact
with the court staff for Commissioner Gama. The photographs were turned over to the court, and I was
provided signed receipts for the evidence, which were returned to the Peoria Police Department
Property and Evidence Section.
It should be noted that although the court did retain the thirteen photographs of the children nude or
bathing, they did not retain the packaging material from Walmart, which contained the name and phone
number of the person dropping them off for processing (AJ Demaree). That packaging was also
returned to the police station, were it was now impounded as a new item (#42).
On 9-15-08 I had telephone contact with the manager at Walmart who had called the report in to police.
They advised the clerk at the photo center who first noticed the pictures and alerted management was
Lisa Cage. They provided me her work schedule so that she could be contacted during her next shift. I
tried reaching her directly at work on 9-17-08, leaving her a message to contact me.
That same day, I attended a Family Court hearing at Juvenile Court reference the temporary custody
situation involving the girls. I provided testimony on behalf of the state. Prior to the hearing, the private
defense attorney for Lisa and AJ Demaree provided me a copy of a document created by his office.
The document was based on information gathered during an evaluation of Lisa and AJ performed by a
psychologist they hired, Bob Emerick.
Reviewing that document, I found it included some inaccurate descriptions of the photos. Their report
identifies the photos with the same numbers (1-13) as used in this document. In describing photos 1-3,
which all depict Jacey in her striped sweater, Mr. Emerick's description states the child is "looking at" a
book in front of her (photo 1) and "reading" the book (photo 2). A review of the photographs clearly
shows the page in front of the child contains nothing but dots, and there is nothing for her to read or
look at. It is for this reason that the description provided by police indicates there was no logical reason
for the child to be in this position. This was the basis for the assertion that the child may have been
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In describing photograph #7, Mr. Emerick states the two girls are exposing their "buttocks" to the
camera, which again is an inaccurate description. In photo #7, the anus of the younger child on the left
and the vagina of the older child on the right can clearly be seen. Regarding photo #8, Mr. Emerick
states that all three children are exposing their "buttocks" to the camera and only the genitals of the
child on the right can be seen. A review of photo #8 clearly shows that the anus of the youngest child
on the left can be seen as well. See Mr. Emerick's document, which is included with this report, for
further details.
On 9-18-08 I was able to make telephone contact with Lisa Cage at the Walmart photo center. My
conversation with her was audio recorded, and the file later transferred to a CD, which was then
impounded as evidence. Lisa told me she had been working at the Walmart photo center for about six
months, and knows the store policy is to report to management anytime photos depicting child
pornography are found. Lisa said that photos of children in the nude or bathing are "normal at some
point," but stated that the photos she saw on 8-30-08 went beyond what she would consider "normal"
child photography. I thanked Lisa for talking to me, turning off the recorder before obtaining her
identifying information.
That same day, I retrieved Item #'s 11, 28, 29 and 3D, which were four containers of printed photos,
from the Property and Evidence Section. These were brought to the Criminal Investigations Section,
where myself, Detective Shearer and Detective Webber went through each photograph, looking for any
other photos depicting the children either nude or in various states of undress. No additional
questionable photographs were found in item #'s 11, 29 or 3D, but an additional twenty photos were
found in the box listed as Item #28. There were a total of 37 photographs separated from this group,
but seventeen of them were duplicates, so only 20 new photographs were identified. Since there were
13 prior photographs detailed in this report, these photographs were marked as photos #14-33, and are
described as follows:
Photo #14 depicts a small female from the rear, standing up in a residence next to a coffee table. She
is wearing only a long sleeve shirt, and her buttocks are exposed to the camera. The photo is taken
from about six feet away, from behind. Photo #15 is another photograph of the same child in the same
situation.
Photo #16 is date stamped 12-17-04, and appears to be~ at two years of age. She is fully nude
and has what appears to be chocolate all over her face. She is standing up inside a residence,
possibly on top of a piece of furniture, and the photo is taken from about four feet away. She is facing
the camera and her vagina is exposed.
Photo #17 depicts both . . . .and_ much more recently, and both are fully nude, sitting in a rope
hammock in a back yard. Both girls are facing the camera, which is about six feet away, and an adult
hand can be seen on the edge of the photo, holding the edge of the hammock back so the girls can be
seen. Due to their positioning, their genitals are not exposed.
Photo #18 depicts AJ Demaree sitting on a kitchen counter wearing only a pair of shorts, next to his
nude daughter, who is also sitting on the counter facing the camera. It appears that it is ~ in the
photograph, and she looks to be at least a year younger than she is now. The photo is taken from
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about five feet away, and due to her seated position, her genitals cannot be seen. Photo #19 is of the
same situation, with the same daughter sitting next to AJ. It is taken from farther away, about ten feet,
and Jacey has her hands in her lap. Due to her seated position and the position of her hands, her
genitals cannot be seen.
'
Photo #20 depicts both ~ and ..... sitting nude on the same counter next to AJ, who is still
wearing shorts. ~s making a face at the ca~which is presumably being operated by Lisa.
The photo is taken from about ten feet away, and _ _s genitals are visible in the photo. Jacey's are
covered by her hands in her lap. Photo #21 is the same people in the same situation, but all three of
them are now making faces at the camera. AJ is wearing shorts and both~ and . - - are nude.
Their genitals are not exposed due to their seated position.
Photo #22 is of a young female, standing up in a kitchen by herself. She is wearing only sunglasses
and a hat. It cannot be determined who the child is in the photo. The picture was taken from about
eight feet away, and the child is facing the camera, with her genitals only partially exposed. Photo #23
is of the same girl in the same situation, wearing the same clothes. Again, her genitals are only
partially exposed.
Photo #24 is of a young Caucasian boy, approximately five years of age. He is lying on his back on a
floating mat in a child's pool. He is completely nude and his penis is exposed to the camera. The
photo is taken from only about three feet away, from about the position of his feet. Photo #25 depicts
Lisa Demaree's sister, Amy, with two young boys. One boy is the same as the child depicted in Photo
#24, and the other is a younger child. Amy has on a swimming suit, but the older boy is still fully nude
with his penis exposed to the camera. The younger child is only depicted from the waist up, and
appears he may be sitting on Amy's lap. The photo is taken from a distance of about six feet away,.
Photo #26 is of a younger female child, possibly _Demaree at about 2 or 3 years of age. She is
on a back yard patio, fully nude, playing with a garden hose. She is facing the camera, which is only
about three feet away, and her vagina is partially exposed in the picture. Photo #27 is of the same child
in the same situation, but is taken from a distance of about ten feet. The child is still facing the camera,
but due to the increased distance and the angle of the camera looking down at the child, her genitals
are not exposed. Photo #28 is very similar to #27, taken about the same distance and angle, and the
child's genitals are not exposed.
Photo #29 is of a young child, and it cannot be determined if it is a boy or a girl. The child is climbing
over the back of a couch, wearing only long sleeve shirt. The photo is taken from the back, from a
distance of about four feet, and the child's buttocks are exposed to the camera. Photo #30 is of the
same child wearing the same long sleeve shirt. The child is standing on the back of a baby's walker
that contains an infant. The legs of an adult male can be seen in the background, in front of the child,
who again is facing away from the camera. Only the edge of the child's buttocks are exposed to the
camera, which is about four feet away from the child.

a

Photo #31 depicts the same boy as in Photo #24. He is still fully nude, but is now sitting on a chair
inside a house. He body is sitting straight in the chair, but he has his head turned to the side where the
camera operator is apparently standing. He is smiling at the camera, which is only about three feet
away, and his penis is exposed to the camera.
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Photo #32 depicts AJ in a bathtub with a young female, which appears to be a younger'" or ' 
The child is standing up in the tub fully nude, but has her body turned sideways from the camera. AJ is
sitting down in the water, with only his upper chest, arms and head exposed. The photo is taken from a
distance of about six feet, and the child's genitals are not exposed due to the angle.
Photo #33 appears to be two young boys and a young girl all playing fully nude in a backyard child play
pool. The photo is taken from over ten feet away, The older of the two boys appears to be the same
child as depicted in photos #31 and 24. He is turned to the side, but his penis is still exposed to the
camera.
The 37 additional photographs (20 originals and 17 duplicates) were separated and impounded as
evidence item #45. All other photographs were returned to the property and evidence section in their
original packages.
Between 10-20-08 and 10-23-08 J pulled all of the VHS, VHS-C and 8mm tapes from evidence,
reviewing those for any explicit depictions of the children. No items of interest were found on any of the
VHS or VHS-C tapes, but several 8mm tapes contained images of the children in various states of
undress. There were a total of nine (9) of the 8mm tapes containing such images. Due to technical
difficulties with the 8mm player, I could only view the tapes in "fast forward" mode, without sound, so I
submitted a request to have each of the tapes transferred in their entirety to DVD's, so they could be
reviewed and analyzed. I also submitted a request on 10-29-08 to have AJ's PDAIcell phone analyzed
for any questionable material.
On 11-17-08 I received the enclosed digital report from the lab concerning the forensic analysis of the
PDAlcell phone. The report is on a disc entitled "AZ DPS Computer Forensics", with the designation
"CFU# P0310". The disc was created by Detective R. Hoover, and dated 11-12-08. The contents of
the disc indicate no items of evidentiary value on the PDAIcell phone. A copy of the report was printed
out for this supplement. See Detective Hoover's report for further details.
On 11-24-08 I received the nine discs, containing duplicate images of the video contained on the nine
8mm tapes that were submitted to the lab. Reviewing those CD's, I was able to view the videos in
normal time, with audio, and they were found to contain the following images:
The first video was labeled'~ 1st B-day", " - . . Kindergarten Graduation" and "2007 & 2008".
One of the video segments contains images of Jacey opening birthday presents while in the nude. This
is being filmed by Lisa, who can be heard in the b~ound providing commentary. She makes the
comment, "Of course she's naked." At one point, ~ants to ride her new bicycle, and she is told
by both parents that she needs to put panties on in order to do so.
The second video is labeled "Laney's birth and first few months." One video segment contains ~
nude in the bathtub, in what appears to be the master bathroom of their home. lisa is filming, and
signing to~, at " s request. In another video segment, ~nd -"are in the family room
with their parents, being filmed by AJ. They are mimicking "American Idol" auditions, and AJ tells
Jacey, who is nude, to get "on stage and sing." Both girls are told they are "going to Hollywood", and
then are filmed as they run around the house celebrating, with_still in the nude.
The third CD is titled "Misc 06" and "Misc 08". In one video segment," and_are dancing
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nude in front of the television in their family room, being filmed by AJ. One of the parents comments,
"Here's the Demaree burlesque show," and AJ then tells _
to "shake that booty""." . . .
laughs and turns away from the camera, pointing her buttocks towards AJ and shaking her buttocks
from side to side as both parents laugh. In another video segment, also filmed by AJ, -"can be
heard in the background saying she is going to do a trick. The camera then moves to where she is
lying on the family room floor on her back, with her legs up in the air and spread apart. She is rolling
from side to side, as AJ is filming her exposed vaginal area from only a few feet away. Lisa can be
heard in the background commenting, "That's a nice trick, babe." In a third segment, Lisa is filming as
Teryn is running through the backyard sprinklers nude.
The fourth video is titled "Jacey's 1st Christmas 2004." In one segment on this video, _ i s in the
master bathroom wearing only a shirt, and no bottom. AJ is filming as she sings for the camera, with
her buttocks and vagina exposed.
In the fifth video, titled ' . ( 6 months)" and." (4-5 months)", there are two seg~s containing
__ running around the family room nude. The first one is filmed by Lisa, who asks ~ to sing
while she is jumping up and down on the couch nude. The second segment is filmed by AJ, while
•
runs around the room naked. Lisa can be seen lying on the floor with_ _
The sixth CD is labeled e s 2nd Birthday", "Halloween 04" and " . - 1st." On this CD is a
segment being filmed by Lisa in the kitchen area. She is filming as AJ is picking. up, and placing
her up in a sitting position on his shoulders. She is facing him, so tha~ belly area is immediately in
front of his face. AJ then holds her arms and bends forward, flipping ~ over bawards, and
holding onto her hands so that she lands on her feet. When he does this at first, ~ is clothed, but
then she can be heard commen~that she wants to "take her top off." The camera pans away for a
short time, and when it returns,~ has both her top and diaper off, and AJ is again lifting her onto
his shoulders while she is in the nude, with her vaginal area and belly directly in front of his face. Lisa
continues to film as AJ flips~ off his shoulders repeatedly from this position. It cannot be
determined who actually removed " " s clothes. Another segment of the video contains'"
dancing in the family room area of the home nude, filmed by AJ. A third segment of the video contains
. . again dancing nude in the family room, this time filmed by Lisa. Lisa can be heard commenting,
"There's., naked as always."
The seventh CD is labeled "Misc 2007", ". . . . .1st day @_kinder", ~'s 1st year" and' 3 2· 1st
standing on the couch in the family
day @ preschool." One video segment contains_and
room doing a puppet show with paper bags. . . . is nude and the video is being filmed by AJ.
Another segment on the video contains" in the kitchen area of the residence, filmed by AJ. She is
wearing only a shirt, with no bottoms, and is facing the camera, shaking her buttocks side to side. AJ
tell~o face her mother (who is behind her in the background) and dance. teY complies,
turning away from the camera and sticking her buttocks out towards AJ, again shaking her buttocks
from side to side. AJ can be heard laughing out loud as he uses the video camera's zoom function to
zoom in on her buttocks. Lisa can also be heard laughing and commenting, "There you go, she's
shaking it." Both parents are encouraging her to "dance."
In the eighth CD, titled ~ 3rd B-day", there is a segment filmed by AJ. ~and ~ are
running around the house, with Jacey fully nude and Teryn wearing only pants. At one point, ~
bends over forward, placing her hands on the floor, and looking behind her through her own legs. As
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she does this~, who is fully nude, stands behind her and does the same thing. Upon seeing this,
AJ walks from his position to the side of the girls to a new position directly behind them, and is filming
them from this new position. At one point he uses the zoom function on the camera to zoom in on
• •1Ii nude body, getting a close-up of her buttocks, vagina and face (she is looking back through her
legs). Both parents can be heard laughing out loud, and Lisa makes the comment, " O h _ you love
to be naked." Upon hearing this,~hen takes off her own pants, so that she is also nude, and gets
back into the same position next to her naked sister,'" AJ continues to film this from behind as he
and Lisa can be heard laughing. Lisa comments, "Nice, that's a nice shot", and "That's the most I've
seen of the female anatomy." As she states this, AJ again zooms in on both of them from behind using
the camera's zoom feature.
Another segment on this same CD contains~nd~itting nude in Lisa's lap, singing, and is
being filmed by AJ. At one point, both girls get up, and stand on the livinq room tile, again bending over
at the waist, turned away from the camera so that their buttocks and vaginas are exposed. The girls
are singing songs as they do this, and at several points,~ven reaches behind with her hands,
spreading her butt cheeks apart using her fingers. AJ continues filming this and both he and Lisa can
be heard laughing and clapping for the girls.
In the ninth CD, labeled "4th of July 05" and "San Diego 05"_and~re filmed by Lisa as
they run around the backyard nude in the rain during dayligh~an be heard laughing and
commenting, "You see her butt jiggling?" For additional details, refer to the CD's of the 8mm videos.
Detective Webber had been completing the forensic analysis of the two computers seized during the
service of the search warrant. He provided me a CD containing "notable images", all taken from the
home desktop computer. Apparently only images of adult pornography were located on the laptop
computer.
Of the images located on the desktop, there were a total of fifty-seven (57). Since the prior images
found were labeled 1-13 (for the images seized from Walmart) and 14-33 (for the additional twenty
images located in the family's collection of printed photos), these additional 57 images were numbered
34-90. A detailed description of those images follows:
Photos #34 and 35 appear to be a teenage girl (unknown identity) in her underwear. Copyright images
on the photos appear to indicate they were downloaded from the internet.
Photo #36 isa.a~on the family room couch, holding bab~n a baby blanket'-"
is fully clothed an~is wearing only underwear.
Photos #37 and #38 are close-up photographs of~ buttocks, and she is nude from the waist
down. She has what appears to be a "Cinderella'~r or temporary tattoo on her right butt cheek.
37 is taken from only about a foot away, and 38 from a distance of about three feet. Photo #39 is taken
from more distance, allowin~to be identified as the girl in all three photos. This last photo is
taken from the side, and she is still nude from the waist down.
Photo 40-45 are mUltii!pe
ima es of both~nd~ude on swings in the backyard during
daylight. Ph?to #40 is
, ~ith her two leg~ ea~~ugh a different swing. This eff~ctively p~lIs
her legs straight apart 0 the Side, and her vagina IS exposed to the camera. Photo #41 I
n the
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same position, but she is bent forward so that only tier head and chest are exposed. Photo #42 is
, swinging on her stomach, in the nude. She is not exposed to the camera.
Photo #43~hanging upside down on the swing, with her bare vagina directly in front of the
camera...,.ean be seen nude on the swing next to her, but unexposed. Photo #44 is a close-up of
again unexposed. Photo #45 i~again hanging upside down on the swing. This time she
is facing away from the camera and herblitt'Ocks are exposed.
Photos #46 and 47 are images of~n~oth nude standing side by side facing the camera.
They appear to have had a mud ~d ar:b6'ih covered in mud. It appears to be early evening, as
the light conditions behind them are much darker than the others. Photo #48 i~tanding nude
on the back patio during daylight hours. She is wearing only white lace socks and "Mary Jane" style
shoes, and is clearly posing for the camera. Her body is fac~he side, so her genitals are not
exposed. Photo #49 is the same image, slightly closer, wit~urned more towards the camera.
She is still posing.
Photos #50-53 are images of~n the backyard in various positions, wearing only her underwear.
Photos #54-57 are of the thre~ on a couch, with~nude~in a diaper an~n
underwear and a shirt. Because o~ position,h"e'r'Qenitals are not exposed in these Images. In
the one photo containing~#54), she is wearing blue panties and has her legs spread apart,
facing the camera.
Photo #58 is a young girl, posSibly. in a bikini bathing suit in a pool. Photo #59 is of~n the
nude, at an unknown location. She is standing and picking up a toy, with her eyes closed, and does not
appear aware that her photo is being taken.
Photos #60-70 are multiple images of all three girls using the slide in the backyard at night. In one
image,~s wearing a pair of white shorts, and all the other images, all of the girls are completely
nude.
Photo #71 dePicts.·nude, in the same position as photo #59, but this time~s standing next
to her, wearing a ma lal arts uniform. Photos #72-75 depic~nude on th~ly room couch.
She appears to be opening presents, and is posing for the camera with her sisters and with her
presents. Because of her positioning, her genitals are not exposed.
Photos #76-78 are all three girls nude, bathing in the master bathroom tub. Photos #79 and 82-84
depict~tanding next to the kitchen. She is wearing panties, pink slippers, an animal print top that
is open in front, and a multicolored wig. Photos #80,81 and 85 are of~n~ext to the
stairs wearing roller blades."s fully clothed, bU~is wearing only the skates, knee pads and
elbow pads. She is otherwise nude and her body is facing the camera.
Photo #86 is a young girl, possibly...... riding a bicycle around the backyard nude. The photo is
taken from behind, and the child's "'b'Li'm)'Cks are exposed. Photos #87 and 88 are of~leeping on
the family room couch. She is wearing a white long sleeve shirt with a purple dress over the top, but
the dress is lifted up above her waist, exposing the fact she is nude from the waist down. Because of
the positioning of one leg, her genitals are not exposed, but since she is sleeping, she is clearly
unaware her photo is being taken.
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Photo #89 is of all three girls, a close-up of photo #36, whereeand~re holdin~n a
blanket. Photo #90 depict~riding a bicycle around the backyard ~or additionar'd'etails,
refer to the photographs.
Since the Superior Court needed access to these images for their Family Court proceedings, a printed
hardcopy of the images from the computer were turned over to the Superior Court on October 22,
2008. The original disc that Detective Webber gave me of the "notable images" from the home
desktop computer was later impounded as evidence. At the same time, images #14-33 (the twenty
new photos found in the family's boxes of printed photographs) were also turned over to the court.
Due to a lack of any evidentiary value to the laptop computer, and AJ Demaree's need to access it for
his work, I attempted telephone contact with the Demaree's attorney on 11-24-08, leaving him a
message that the laptop and other reviewed items that had no evidentiary value could be picked up.
On 12-9-08, the nine CD's containing duplicate video from the nine 8mm tapes were also turned over to
Superior Court. The original 8mm tapes were returned to the Peoria Police Property and Evidence
Section.
On 12-16-08 the digital camera containing the original seized images was also submitted to the lab for
forensic analysis, due to the possibility that additional images may be contained in the "deleted" portion
of the memory card, or in the internal memory.
On 12-18-08 I received the enclosed Case Notes from CPS regarding their investigation into the
situation. Refer to the notes for details or their case.
On 1-26-09 I received the enclosed report from Adriana Frias at the West Valley Advocacy Center in
Glendale, concerning the forensic interviews she performed with ~nd ~ack on
8-30~08. During the interviews,.-cid indicate that her mothertiC'ki'es he~ivate",
which is the part she uses for "peeing." She also mentioned her parents taking pictures of her in the
shower, and spoke of her sister running around the house naked. ~poke of her mother tickling
around her butt, and mentioned nude photographs being taken of her as a baby, and again at two or
three years of age. ~cknowledged having a "rainbow" sweater but provided no other details.
Refer to Adriana's repQ?T'for further information.
On 3-2-09 I received the report from Detective Webber concerning the forensic analysis of evidence
seized during the service of the search warrant. Detective Webber conducted the analysis on the
digital camera containing the original seized images, the desktop computer seized from the home, as
well as the laptop computer of AJ's that was seized from the residence.
Detective Webber provided me with two DVD's containing the report he had completed concerning his
analysis. The two DVD's are reportedly identical except that one contains all of the images of
pornography in question in this case, and the second DVD is a redacted report which contains text, but
no images. Both DVD's were impounded as evidence.
The narrative portion of Detective Webber's report (five pages) was printed out for this supplement. All
of the images noted in his report have already been noted and described previously in this supplement,
•
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with the exception of several dozen images of adult pornography which were found on AJ's laptop
computer. For additional details, refer to his supplement.
Based on all of the above information, the report is forwarded to the Maricopa County Attorney's Office
for review of possible charges against Lisa and Anthony Demaree for Sexual Exploitation of a Minor.
L - - _ - - - - J There is no further information at this time, and the case is pending their review.
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SUPPLEMENTAL NARRATIVE

On August 30th, 2008 at approximately 2400 hours, I retrieved a phone message at my residence from
Detective Sergeant Bezio asking for my assistance with an investigation. I called and spoke to
Sergeant Bezio and he asked if I could assist Detective Krause with a search warrant to be served on
this date around 0800. Detective Krause was investigating a case involving pornographic pictures of
oung girls. Photographs were dropped off for development at a Wal-Mart
on August 29th, 2008. The photo technicians contacted the police when t ey vrewe
p 0 ographs of three young girls naked in various, what appeared to be posed positions. I agreed to
assist and Sergeant Bezio stated he would have Detective Krause call me in the morning.
At approximately 0800 hours, I received a call on my department issued cell phone from Detective
Krause. Detective Krause agreed to ick me u at m residence on his way to the residence of Anthony
Joseph (AJ) and Lisa Demaree,
At 0930 hours Detective Krause picked me up at my residence in his department unmarked vehicle.
We drove to Liberty High School to meet with Officer's Aaron Foote and Juan Luera-Harris. Detective
Krause provided us with a summary of the events that led to today. The name on the photograph
process request was listed at AJ Demaree. Detective Krause researched the name, address and phone
number. He learned AJ is married to Lisa Demaree, an Intervention Specialist for the Peoria Unified
School District. The photographs are believed to be of their three daughters. The Demaree's do not
have any documented criminal history. There are no previous police calls to their residence. Detective
Krause provided to me black and white copies of the photographs that were censored, as to not expose
the genitals of the girls.
Detective Krause asked for certain questions to be answered by whichever parent I spoke to; identify
the three victims, who lives in the home, who bathes the girls, who took the photos, when were the
photos taken, the format of the photos (memory stick, disc) and who dropped the photos off for
processing. I was to use the censored photographs to seek identification of the children in the photos.
We went to the residence and arrived at approximately 0946 hours. We parked on the south side of
Melinda lane approximate two houses to the west of the residence. Detective Krause and I went to the
front door and knocked. Officer's Foote and Luera-Harris waited behind us.
A male subject answered the door and Detective Krause asked if he was AJ Demaree. He stated he
was. Detective Krause asked if we could come inside and talk to him about an incident that was private
and sensitive in nature. AJ agreed and we went into the residence.
The residence was well kept and appropriately furnished. There were three young girls in the home
later identified by Lisa and A..I Demaree as their daughters;[RII)lI, d Land• • • •
The combined living room/dining room was filled with toys. The dining area contained a dining table and
chairs. The table was covered with miscellaneous items. On the west side of the room a hallway led to
another bedroom. To the south of the hallway was the foot of the staircase. At the south end of the
home was a combined family room/kitchen. The family room contained a large television and a
sofa/love seat set with end tables. A dining table is located to the west of the sofa next to a kitchen
island. The island was cluttered with various items to include paperwork. The laundry room is on the
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west end of the kitchen in the north corner. The home was clean and it appeared to be child friendly;
cabinets were secured and toys, children's books and other items were located throughout the first floor
of the home.
I activated my digital recorder and I introduced myself to Lisa Demaree and asked if I could speak to
her alone. Lisa agreed and she took her older daughters upstairs and she returned with Laney.
Lisa, AJ,. ' "and • alive in the home. Lisa works art time as an Intervention Specialist at
. . . " attends the
Ira Murphy Elementary. "'attends the 1st grade
Child Oriented OccupatiQi'!f8TProgram (preschool)
. When Lisa is
2 goes to a sitter's house. The baby Sit er IS nita Montoya
and she lives
working ;
nearby. Occasionally Lisa's mother, Jeanne Stump will baby sit the children, but most y

F.

I asked about a photograph of an older gentleman with a birthday cake decorated with the words
"happy birthday papa." Lisa identified Papa as her father, Larry Stump. Her mother and father are
currently staying the weekend at their cabin in Munds Park, AZ.
Lisa and AJ dropped the photos off yesterday (August 29th, 2008) at Wal-Mart. AJ filled out the request
while Lisa watched the kids. The photographs were on a memory stick taken with their digital camera.
This was the first time they used this Wal-Mart to develop their film. They usually take their photos to
Costco for processing. Lisa said they have only one digital camera, but they still use 35 millimeter film.
Using the photos Detective Krause provided to me f showed Lisa the photographs in the following
order:
Photograph 5: Lisa identified herdaughter~ with her husband AJ. Lisa took the photo in the
master bathroom, after the girls were finished with their bath. AJ and Lisa take turns bathing the girls.
The girls are always bathed in the master bathroom
Photograph 6: Lisa identified " a n d £
she was not sure.

J

Photograph 9: Lisa identified . . . . .nd

& in the photo. Lisa took the photo.

Photograph 10: Lisa identifie~

nn the photo. Lisa believed she took the photograph, but

face~nd,"'m AJ's lap, Lisa took the

Photograph 11: Lisa identified'" and _

1

photograph.

but she wasn't sure if she or AJ took the photograph.

Photograph 12: Lisa identified" anltij.?."Lisa took the photograph.
Photograph 13: Lisa

identified~

with AJ. Lisa took the photograph.

Photograph 4: Lisa identified • •ia
...I.llfaand ..'_11'1 in the tub. Lisa took the photograph.
Photograph 1: Lisa identified ~earing her sweater. '''runs around naked all the time. The
first thing she does when she gets home is take her clothes off. That particular day J
put her on
when she does this. They tease her about
sweater but no pants. Lisa said they always laugh at .'j
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being a nudist and living in a nudist colony. Lisa did not know if she or AJ took the photograph.
Photograph 2: Lisa identified £ F$ in her sweater. The photo was taken in the family room, next to the
sofa. Unknown if Lisa or AJ took the photograph.
Photograph 3: Lisa identified'" in her sweater. The photographs of L • in her sweater were
taken on the same day, but a different day then the photos taken in the tub. Again Lisa was not sure if
she or AJ took the photo.
Photograph 7: Lisa identified. . . . .nd ~ing down on a blanket in the master bedroom. The
girls just got out of the tub. Lisa th'OUght it was cute how they were laying there. Either she or AJ took
the photograph.
Photograph 8: Lisa identified '
j
] & and
in the photographs. Lisa said it was the same
day. same place and same time as the previous photo. Again she was not sure who took the
photograph.
Lisa estimated these photographs were taken within the last month to month and a half. Lisa
commented that she didn't know these photos were on here. She said "he" probably just stuck the
memory stick in for development.
I asked Lisa if there was anything we needed to be concerned about regarding the welfare of her
children. Lisa said there was nothing pornographic going on
Lisa stated she understood how these images could be perceived as alarming; seeing there were so
many of the girls naked. Lisa encouraged us to contact anyone we want to question them about their
family.
Lisa and AJ have been married 14 years. They have been together for 17 years. They met when they
attended Northern Arizona University. They have lived at this current address for seven years. They
lived at
previously, also for seven years.
I told Lisa I would have Detective Krause explain the next step in the process.
I stood by as Detective Krause explained the service of a search warrant and the temporary custody of
their children to complete medical exams and forensic interviews.
Lisa grew increasingly agitated as time progressed. She cried at times and then became angry about
the entire situation. Lisa commented to me about the lack of police response when she tries to notify
them about issues involving the children at her school. Lisa said it is her job to protect children; she
shouldn't be accused of harming her own kids.
I told Lisa it was our job to protect children as well; that's why we were there .
. . . . .was sick to her stomach and she vomited. AJ and Lisa cared for her and cleaned up after her.
Lisa fed her daughters as we waited. Lisa and AJ moved freely, within our sight on the bottom level of
their home. When either went upstairs they were followed by an officer as a precaution.
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Detective Krause contacted Child Protective Services supervisor Amy Vanness and requested their
assistance. An issue arose as far as their staffing levels and after a passage of time; we learned the
After Hours Investigations Team (AHIT) would not be responding to the home. I was asked to call AHIT
supervisor Amy with the results of the interviews and medical exams. Refer to Detective Krause's
supplement for detailed information.
Detective Krause contacted Sergeant Bezio and they coordinated an alternate arrangement. Peoria
Police Department Victim's Assistant coordinate Rita Coronado was going to respond to assist in the
transportation of the children to the advocacy center.
Detective Krause left the scene to respond back to the station to complete the search warrant. Officer
Foote, Officer Luera-Harris and I waited at the residence. At 1156 hours I called the on call Forensic
Interviewer, Adriana Frias. We made arrangements to meet at the Glendale West Valley Advocacy
Center. At 1221 hours I was able to reach the on call Forensic Pediatric Nurse Cindy Nelson. She
agreed to respond to the West Valley Advocacy center.

_is

I asked Lisa and AJ to gather some personal belongings of the girls to help comfort them while they
were at the center. Lisa and AJ packed a backpack with some clothing, medicine and toys.
allergic to nuts and they packed her Epinephrine Pen. I received a short history of the girl's medical
care and issues from Lisa.
I served Lisa and AJ the Temporary Custody Notice at 1322 hours. AJ singed the notice and we read
over the form together. I later gave the original form to Detective Krause.
Rita arrived at the residence in her department issued unmarked vehicle at approximately 1325 hours.
Lisa and AJ placed their daughters and their respective car seats in Rita's vehicle. When the girls were
secured we left the residence at 1338 hours.
We arrived at the West Valley Advocacy Center at 1400 hours. Adriana met us outside the center and
assisted Rita and I with unloading the girls and their belongings. We took the girls inside and Rita
stayed with the girls in the play room.
I met with Adriana and briefed her about the events thus far. We reviewed the censored photographs
and she elected to speak t~first.
Prior to the interviews I met with Cindy Nelson. I spoke to her about what transpired up to this point and
we reviewed the censored photographs. Cindy was going to take one child in for the medical exam as
the other child was being interviewed.
Adriana's interviews were captured on DVD. I watched the interviews from the observation room. The
discs were later impounded by Detective Krause as evidence at the Peoria Police Department. For the
interviews in their entirety refer to the discs or Adrianna's report.
was able to identify all the body parts on a bear.
refers to her vagina as "where you pee in the toilet" and her buttocks as her "butt" where she
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When asked if anyone touched or tickled her,u f} told Adriana she tickles her own "vagina", but she
doesn't know who taught her how to do that. Sometimes her mom tickles who whole butt when - .
has no clothes on, but she only touched the outside with her fingers.
When asked about pictures when she's not wearing any clothes,. j talked about a picture in a
frame taken when she was a baby and one taken when she was two"'also talked about a family
picture at the mall where everyone was wearing white.
Adriana took a break and retrieved photograph numbered nine; a photo o~and~wrapped in
a towel.
.
Adrianna showed 4111tthe photograph and asked her what it was_ said her mom took the
icture when she got out of th
ower in her mommy and d a _
' dm. Her dad was putting lotion on
y and_ called fo
opened her towel and
came funning to her. When
asked if there were any other pictures ta en somewhere else
aid she didn't know.
Adrianna aske~ about taking a picture while wearing her sweater and reading a zoo book. _
did not remember a picture like that.
It should be noted during the interview.rubbed or touched her vagina over her clothing several
times.
Adrianna ended her interview w i t h "
Adriana then spoke tot
•••
was able to identify the body parts of the teddy bear. • referred to the area between the
bears legs as a private where you pee and its bottom where you poop as a private.
said her mom tickles around her private and it feels good._pulls down her "undies" and
pulls up her shirt and then her mom tickles her private."'said her mom does not touch the inside of
her private, because that is the "important" part. It would hurt if she touched inside her private,
according to~
When asked about pictures with no~es on,.said Jacey runs around naked. • strips
naked, with no panties. •tells. . . to take off her c1othes. •sometimes takes her clothes off,
but not often.
When. was two or three years old her mom took a picture of her naked butt. When. was
one or zero she fell asleep in the swing naked.~ said no one has taken pictures of her naked when
she was five.
Adrianna asked if anyone takes pictures o~naked.
naked; witt.J..m..a shirt on, wearing only shorts or no clothes.
pictures o~ Her grandma and grandpa take pictures of
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alks around wearing only her diaper.
The pictures are kept in the toy room, in a big tub in the closet.
Adrianna aSke~about bath time."told her she takes a shower by herself sometimes. Other
times she helps her sisters. Most of the time her mom and dad help all of them bathe.
Adrianna asked if anyone has taken pictures of them in the bath or shower._said when she was
two or three they took pictures of her and Jacey when they were getting out"Onhe bath. •and
were wrapped in the towel and they were naked.
has taken pictures in her bedroom, the hallway and the living room. When she took the picture in
the living room she was a rock star.
Adrianna ended her interview with_
was not interviewed due to her age and lack of verbal skills.
I spoke to Cindy Nelson, who had completed the medical exams on all three girls. The findings of the
exams were normal. Refer to her report for detailed information.
I called and spoke to Amy Vanness regarding the findings of the exams. I told her we were on our way
to return the children back to their parents. Amy said she would have Laura Pederson call me to
discuss the case in more detail.
so we could dro of her daughters. Lisa and AJ were at a
friend's home located at
At 1600 hours, Rita and I drove the girls to
meet with their parents. We arrived at 1621 hours. I spoke to the Demaree's and told them to expect
future contact with Child Protective Services (CPS). I released the children to their parents at 1630
hours.
After releasing the girls to the Demaree's, I called Detective Krause and told him about the results of
the exams, speaking to Amy of CPS and releasing the children to their parents.
At approximately 1640 hours I received a calion my department issued cell phone from Laura
this moment. I asked her to contact Detective Krause for further detailed information. I provided Laura
with Detective Krause's phone number.
'---------'

This concludes my activity in this matter.
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**ATTACHMENT**

1

On Saturday August 3D, 2008 at about 1415 hours I was contacted off-duty by my supervisor Sergeant
Bezio who advised me that m assistance was needed for a unit call-out. He requested that I respond
to the residence
and assist other detectives with the service of a search
warrant which is to be served on the residence itself. I then got ready, obtained needed equipment and
then responded to the scene.
At about 1525 hours I arrived at the residence and contacted Sergeant Bezio. The case agent
Detective Krause had already briefed me on this investigation late on Friday night so I already knew
what types of items were being looked for. Sergeant Bezio requested that I help the other detectives
who were already on scene and in the process of searching the garage. I assisted with the search of
the garage by searching through built in cabinets that were located on the west side of the garage. I did
not note any items of interest in these cabinets.
After the search of the garage was finished I was then tasked with searching the upstairs of the home.
Upon my arrival upstairs I noted a front landing area (searched by other investigators), three juvenile
girls bedrooms and a master bedroom. , searched all three of the girls bedrooms and did not note any
items of interest. With the help of Sergeant Bezio a search of the master bedroom closet was
conducted next. i then used a ladder and searched the attic space above this closet. The attic was
accessed through a panel in the ceiling of this closet. No items of interest were found in these two
areas. While the bathroom was being searched by other investigators I began a search of the master
bedroom. I looked under the bed and in various furniture items around the room. On top of a tall
shelving unit I observed storage containers which contained numerous photo envelopes. These
envelopes appeared to be full of photographs. These containers were seized and brought downstairs
so they could be added to the seized property form. I then returned upstairs and was asked to
document and then seize the home computer that was located in the master bedroom.
At about 1826 hours CST (Crime Scene Technician) Carlton photographed the computer and
peripheral equipment that was located on and around the large desk in the master bedroom. The
pictures were taken of how the equipment was found upon my contact with it. I noted that the computer
tower was not on but was plugged in to the home's electrical power. The cable modem and wired!
wireless router were plugged in and operating but none of the other peripheral equipment appeared to
be on. After photographs of the equipment were taken I accessed the back of the computer, the back
was then photographed and then I made a hand drawn schematic of the wiring connections of the
system. (For further see the included wiring connection diagram.) Once this was completed I
disconnected the computer tower (at about 1829 hours), seized it and its power cord and then brought
the computer! cord downstairs so it could be logged on the seized property form.
Once the processing of the scene was completed I was asked to help load the seized property in to the
Crime scene van. CST Carlton then drove the van to the station so the items could be impounded. At
about 1913 hours I arrived at the station and assisted in the transferring of the seized items from the
van into the property storage area. After this was completed I then secured for the evening at about
1945 hours. No further involvement in this case at this time.
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On 083008 at about 1400 hrs Det Sgt Bezio contacted me while I was off dut at home, via my
department issued cell phone, and requested that I respond to
to assist with a
search warrant. I prepared myself for duty and responded to the eona olice Department to pick up
my assigned unmarked detective vehicle and equipment.
I arrived at the scene at about 1455 hrs and parked my assigned vehicle on the north side of the street
facing west, in front of
Upon my arrival I saw that Det Krause, the case agent, and
CST Carlton were on scene already and were parked on the south side of the street facing east, west
of
. I also observed the following about the search location: The residence was a
single family home with a three car garage and was constructed of tan colored stucco and faux rock
accents on the front of the home. The front of the residence faced towards the north and the
connected garage was on the west side of the house. The front door was located at about the center
of the north side of the house and there was a covered porch that extended east, along the front of the
house, from the front door. The front yard was landscaped with crushed rock and grass and appeared
to be maintained well. There was a tree in the front yard, west of the driveway, and there was a small
double gate, constructed of wood, on the west side of the house. There was a Ford F150 pick-up truck
parked on the east third of the driveway, parked front in, with an Arizona license plate of 039LNT. A
subsequent registration check on the vehicle showed that the truck was registered to Anthony and Lisa
Demaree, the residents of this address.
I noted the following exterior environmental conditions: It was mostly cloudy with moderate winds out of
the east at about 10 mph and an approximate temperature of 95 degrees Fahrenheit. At about 1530
hrs the wind picked up and the clouds grew darker, as if it were about to rain. This lasted about 30
minutes and then returned to the conditions documented upon my arrival.
Det Krause briefed me on the reason for the warrant and the items of evidence that were being sought.
I also read through the search warrant, which was signed by a judge. Det Webber and Sgt Bezio
arrived at some point after my briefing. I was assigned as a finder.
I began my search in the driveway, with the Ford truck. I found a computer CD in the passenger side
front door of the truck and a PDA type cell phone in the center console. I then entered the garage,
through the recently openned double sized roll-up garage door, and assisted in searching the garage. I
found no items of interest in the garage.
Upon entering the interior of the residence, through the garagellaundry room door, I noted that the
residence was clean and orderly. The large screen TV in the family room was on. The residence was
cool, about 80 degrees Fahrenheit. There appeared to be plenty of food in the cabinets and in the
refrigerator and there appeared to be no spoiled food.
I then assisted in searching the laundry room, the kitchen, and the family room. I located numerous
video tapes and computer CD/ DVD media in the family room entertainment center. I located indicia of
residency, a property valuation for the residence mailed to this residence, on the kitchen counter to the
right of the refrigerator. I located a box containing the instructions, software, and cables to a PDAI cell
phone in an upper cabinet to the right of the refrigerator, above the desk in the kitchen. I located used/
undeveloped rolls of 35 mm film in an upper cabinet to the right of the refrigerator. I located a pink
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towel in a lower cabinet on the west side of the laundry room. I also assisted in searching the master
bedroom. I found several VHS video tapes under the master bed. I found several computer CD, DVD,
and floppy disk type media on the desk in the master bedroom.
Upon completion of the search, I assisted with carrying the seized evidence to the Crime Scene
Technician van. I departed the search scene at about 1855 hrs. I then met with CST Carlton, with the
van, and Det Webber at the Peoria Police Department main station. We also met with Property and
Evidence PSG Blackwell. PSG Blackwell provided access to the Property and Evidence Section to
secure the evidence in. Det Webber and I then secured the evidence in the Property and Evidence
Section.
.
L.-_-----'

This concludes my involvement in this case at this time. No case status change.
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**ATTACHMENTS**
- photo log
On Saturday, August 30, 2008, my assistance was requested by Sergeant Bezio #3049 with a search
warrant at 9~ W. Melinda Ln. in reference to sexual exploitation of a minor. I arrived at 1453 hours
and was briefed by Det. Krause #3036. I proceeded to photograph the exterior/interior of residence
and vehicles to include areas and items of interest, reference photo log for details.
I completed photographing at 1900 hours.
All photographs were taken with a Canon EOS 30D digital camera. Photographs were downloaded and
a copy of the photographs, photo log, and supplement were turned over to case agent Detective
Krause.
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Case Location

Street

City/State/Zip

Apt/Suite

9431 W. Melinda Lane Peoria, Arizona

Offense Description- Section/Code

Offense Description Section/Code

Offense Descriptlon Section/Code

Sexual Exploitation of a Minor

N/A

N/A

On 10/16/08 I received a request from Detective J. Krause of the Peoria Police Department to examine 2
computers (one laptop and one tower) and a digital camera (including a memory card) for any inappropriate
images of children to include but not limed to images of child pornography.
According to information that I received from Detective Krause he was looking for images of child
pornography to include but not limited to images ofjuvenile females in various stages of undress. The female
juveniles in question were the daughters ofthe suspect and had been depicted in images where they were nudel
various stages of undress while they were in and around the family's home to include the backyard.

SUMMARY:
During the examination of the two computers 43 images believed to be of the nudel partially nude juvenile
females were found on the hard drive that was in the HP Tower computer (Item #34). These image files were
found in various subfolders of the My Pictures folder (path: C'Documents and SettingslHP_Administrator IMy
Documents'My Pictures).
During the examination of the Kodak digital camera (Item #15) 8 images believed to be of the nudel partially
nude juvenile females were found saved on a memory card found in the camera and 14 images believed to be of
the nudel partially nude juvenile females were found in unallocated space of the memory card (11 of those
images were also found on the HP Tower).
No images of the juvenile females were found on the hard drive of the Dell laptop computer (Item #25).

ITEMS EXAMINED:
Item #15: Kodak EasyShare CX7430 digital camera serial # KCKCY51110959 containing 16MB of internal
memory and one SanDisk 256MB SD memory card

ENTERED ACJIS

N/A

CLEARED ACJIS N/A

CHANGE IN CASE STATUS
y
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CASE DISPO
1. Cleared by arrest- Adult
2. Cleared by arrest- Juvenile
3. Exceptionally cleared- Adult
4. Exceptionally cleared- Juvenile
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ITEM

#25: Dell Latitude Laptop computer service tag number FSHM391. One hard drive: Toshiba 80 GB serial
#Z58T9480T configured as master.

ITEM

#34: HP Pavilion a151 On serial #CNH6282RMZ with one hard drive: Seagate 200 GB serial #4ND46C77
configured as master

EXAMINATION PROTOCOL:
Duplicate images of the storage media was created using Guidance Software EnCase v6.11.2/ v6.12.1 and
forensic techniques that assured that the original information contained on the storage media was not altered
and that the duplicate image was an accurate copy. This included attaching a hardware write blocker to the
media to prevent any data from being written to the examined media.
-r- he duplicate images were examined using the EnCase program, as well as other software applications that
assisted the investigator in identifying, displaying, analyzing, documenting and printing information deemed
by the investigator as having evidentiary value to the case.

The Kodak digital camera was powered on and Firmware v l .0100 was noted. The date and time noted were
12/17/08 18:39 actual date and time noted were 12/18/08 09:07 (Nexte1 mobile phone).
After the hard disk drive (HOD) was removed the tower system was powered on and the BIOS were accessed.
The BIOS version 3.11 showed a system date and time of 10/31/08 15:35, actual date and time noted were
10/31108 15:35 (Nextel mobile phone).
After the hard disk drive was removed the tower system was powered on and the BIOS were accessed. The
BIOS version A04 showed a system date and time of 10/31/08 14:47, actual date and time noted were 10/31/08
14:44 (Nextel mobile phone).
Once the examination process was completed the subject media was reinstalled in to its respective device and
resealed in its original evidence packaging. The items were then returned to the evidence section ofthe Peoria
Police Department.

EXAMINATION NOTES:
TEM #15:

£.1
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The examination ofItem #15 consisted of a Kodak EasyShare CX7430 digital camera serial #KCKCY5111 0959.
This device has 16MB of internal memory and has an SD (Secure Digital) memory card slot. In the memory card
slot was a SanDisk 256MB SD memory card.
The cameras internal memory contained 14 images but none of those images were of interest to this case. 144
images were saved on the camera's memory card and 8 of them were noted as being of interest to this case. 168
images were discovered in the unallocated space of the memory card and 14 of them were noted as being of
interest to this case. The images were copied out to an evidence folder, and information on each file was noted in
the EnCase report.

ITEM #25:
The examination of Item #25 consisted of a Dell Latitude Laptop computer service tag number FSHM391,
express service code 34374372085, serial number CN-OY8682-12961-5C6-4043. One hard drive: Toshiba 80
rrB serial #Z5 8T9480T configured as master. I found a user name of "ademaree" for this computer.
No images of child pornography were discovered on this computer to include images of nude/ partially nude
juvenile females. 62 images of sexually explicit material, to include images of adult pornography and images
of nude and partially nude females were found in unallocated space on the hard drive of this computer. These
images were exported to a folder, and information on each file was noted in the EnCase report .
. I utilized an EnCase software script (v4.22a) to extract internet history and exported the data as an HTML
report! Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for easy viewing.

ITEM #34:
This item is described as a HP (Hewlett-Packard) Pavilion a151On tower computer serial number
#CNH6282RMZ. The system BIOS was checked and the date and time and was found to be accurate (system
time was about three minutes ahead of current time). The computer contained one hard drive, one DVD-RW
optical drive and a 9 in 1 media card reader. I found a user name of"HP_Administrator" for this computer.
HP Pavilion a151 Onserial #CNH6282RMZ with one hard drive, Seagate 200 GB serial #4ND46Cn configured
as master. Two logical partitions were discovered on the drive, the first partition was bootable and had
Windows XP set up as the operating system with an install date of8-26-06. The systems registered owner was
listed as AJ Demaree.
'3 images relative to this case were discovered on the hard drive ofthis computer. These image files were found
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in various subfolders of the My Pictures folder (path: CIDocuments and SettingslHP_AdministratorlMy
DocumentslMy Pictures). The images were copied out to an evidence folder, and information on each file was
noted in a report.
2 notable images of Miley Cyrus (a juvenile) posing in her underwear were found in the temporary internet
files folder. The images were copied out to an evidence folder, and information on each file was noted in the
EnCase report.
Partition two was a service area installed by HP containing repair and recovery drive data. There was nothing
of evidentiary value found on this partition. This partition is not bootable and does not contain an operating
system.

CONCLUSION:
"tern # 15 the Kodak EasyShare digital camera contained 22 images of the female juveniles relevant to this case.
11 of those images were also located on the HP Tower.
Item #25 the Dell Laptop computer did not contain any images of the female juveniles. There were however 62
images of sexually explicit material found.
Item #34 contained 43 images of the female juveniles relevant to this case. 11 ofthose images were also located
on the camera's memory card. 2 notable images of Miley Cyrus (ajuvenile) posing in her underwear were also
found on this computer.

OTHER CASE INFORMATION:
On 10-16-08 1 received a direct request from the Attorney Generals Office (working with CPS) requesting
information about what images were discovered. After conferring about the images they requested a hard copy of
the images for the furtherance of their investigation. I advised them that the request would have to be approved by
the case detective (Det. J. Krause of the Peoria Police Department) before anything could be released. The AGs
office advised that CPS would act as the liaison for the images.
I later spoke with Jennifer Ingalls of CPS who advised me that she was to act as the liaison for the images and
would obtain them from me and provide them to the AGs Office
- conferred with Det. Krause, who confirmed with the Maricopa County Attorney's Office that it was okay to

REPORTING OFFICERIBADGE /I
Detective R. Webber #3044

SUPERVISORIBADGE /I

PEORIA POLICE DEPARTMENT
CONTINUATION/ SUPPLEMENT REPORT
Page 5

INCIDENT # 08-012835
PEORIA RELATED CASE #N/A

I

RELATED CASE #'S/AGENCY NAME:N/A

provide CPS/ AGs Office with a single copy of the discovered images.
Later that day at about 1430 hours I met with Jennifer Ingals and give her a preliminary hard copy ofthe images
discovered thus far. The images provided were from the hard drive of the HP Tower computer.
A copy of this report will be forwarded to Detective Krause.

I have no further involvement in this case at this time.
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Case #
. 01-08-012835

I05/12/200907:09
Report

Dept. Classification
Sexual Exploitation

05/12/2009 0709

Occurred From
04/01/200800:00

Occurred To
08/29/2008 0000

Report Type
Supplemental

Case Status
Exceptionally Cleared-Adult

Case Status Date
05/12/2009

Cleared

Location Information
MELINDA LN Peoria, AZ 85345

s4lw

UserDefined Table 1 : Felony
User Defined Table 2 : RiclVR
User Defined Table 3 : NA
Location Type: ResidencelHouse
District: 70
Beat Assianment : Beat 72

Topic

1

Alcohol Related: NA
Drug Related: NA
Total Damaged Property Value: $0.00
Total Stolen Property Value: $0.00
Total Recovered Property Value: $0.00

SUPPLEMENTAL NARRATIVE

On 3-5-09 this case was submitted to the Maricopa County Attorney's Office for consideration of Sexual
Exploitation charges against Anthony and Lisa Demaree. On 5-11-09 I received the enclosed
turn-downs, indicating there was no reasonable likelihood of conviction. There is no further information
at this time, and the case status is changed to exceptionally cleared.
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PEORIA POLICE DEPARTMENT
PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
LOCATioN: 9
. Melinda Ln.
08-01283 Date: . 08-30-08 Disp: 1435 Arr: 1453 Comp: 1900
Photographs by: ~
Type of crime: Sexual Exploitation of Minor

rn. #
01

Face sheet

02

Street signs: 94th Lane/Melinda Lane

03

Residences on south side of Melinda Ln.

04

Front of residence

05

Close up of address plaque: 9431

06

Front entrance

07

Truck in driveway

08

Front of truck

09

Driver side of truck

10

Rear of truck

11

AZ license plate: 039 LNT

12

Passenger side of truck

13

Front driver door

14

VIN#IFTRW08L43KD31421

15

Front interior of truck from driver side

16

Steering wheel and floorboard

17

Front driver seat

18

Rear driver side door/rear interior from driver side

19

Rear driver side floorboard

20

Rear driver side seat

21

Rear truck bed interior

22

Rear passenger side door/rear interior from passenger side

23

Rear passenger floorboard

24

Rear passenger seat

25

Front passenger door

26

Front passenger floorboard and front glove compartment

27

Front passenger seat

28

Garage with vehicle

29

Front of vehicle

30

Driver side of vehicle

31

Rear of vehicle

32

AZ license plate: 299 VBH

33

Passenger side of vehicle

34

Front driver door

35

VIN#5TDZT34A42S 105305

36

VIN#

37

VIN#

38

VIN#

39

VIN#5TDZT34A42S 105305

40

Front interior of vehicle from driver side

41

Steering wheel and front driver floorboard

42

Front driver seat
'.

43

Center console from driver side

44

Rear driver door/rear interior from driver side

45

Rear driver side floorboard

46

Rear driver side floorboard

47

Rear driver side seat

48

Rear interior of back of vehicle

49

Rear passenger doorlrear interior from passenger side

50

Rear passenger floorboard

51

Rear passenger seat

52

Front passenger door

53

Front passenger floorboard and front glove compartment

54

Front passenger seat

55

Center console from front passenger side

56

Northwest garage north wall

57

Northwest garage east wall

58

Northwest garage east wall
2

59

Northwest garage south wall

60

Northwest garage west wall

61

Northwest garage west wall

62

Front entrance

63

Front entry of lower level

64

Northeast famil y room north wall

65

Northeast family room east wall

66

Northeast family room east wall

67

Northeast family room south wall

68

Northeast hallway

69

North bedroom/playroom entrance

70

North bedroom/playroom entry

71

North bedroom/playroom north wall

72

North bedroom/playroom floor

73

North bedroom/playroom east wall

74

North bedroom/playroom east wall

75

North bedroom/playroom south wall

76

North bedroom/playroom south wall

77

Northeast hallway closet

78

Northeast hallway closet

79

Central bathroom entrance

80

Central bathroom

81

Southeast living room entry

82

Southeast living room north wall

83

Southeast living room east wall

84

Southeast living room south wall

85

Southeast living room west side

86

Dining area between kitchen and living room

87

South backyard entrance from residence

88

South backyard entrance from residence

89

Southwest kitchen

90

Southwest kitchen west wall
3

91

Southwest kitchen north wall

92

West laundry room entrance

93

West laundry room east wall

94

West laundry room west wall

95

Garage entrance

96

Garage entry

97

Central staircase to upper level

98

Central staircase to upper level

99

Central staircase to upper level

100 Central staircase to upper level
101

Northwest bedroom entrance

102 Northwest bedroom entry
103 Northwest bedroom north wall
104 Northwest bedroom east wall
105 Northwest bedroom south wall
106 Northwest bedroom west wall
107 Upper level landing/play area
108 Upper level landing/play area
109 Upper level landing/play area
110 North bedroom entrance
111 North bedroom entry
112 North bedroom north wall
113 North bedroom east wall
114 North bedroom east wall
115 North bedroom south wall
116 North bedroom west wall
117 Northeast bedroom entrance
118 Northeast bedroom entry
119 Northeast bedroom north wall
120 Northeast bedroom east wall
121 Northeast bedroom south wall
122 Northeast bedroom west wall
4

123

East bathroom entrance

124 East bathroom
125 East bathroom
126 South master bedroom entrance
127 South master bedroom entry
128 South master bedroom north wall
129 South master bedroom east wall
130 South master bedroom south wall
131

South master bedroom west wall

132

South master bedroom east wall bathroom entrance

133 South master bedroom bathroom south wall
134 South master bedroom bathroom south wall lavatory
135 South master bedroom bathroom west wall
136

South master bedroom bathroom north wall

137 South master bedroom bathroom east wall
138 South backyard entrance from residence
139 South backyard entry from residence
140 West side yard of residence
141

South side of residence

142 Backyard patio
143 East end of backyard
144 South end of backyard
145 West end of backyard
146 West side yard of residence
147 Evidence Markers #1-2, truck in driveway
148 EM#I-2
149 EM#I- CD's
150 EM#I- CD's
151 EM#2- Motorola cell phonelPDA
152 EM#2- Motorola cell phone/PDA
153 EM#2- Motorola cell phonelPDA
154 EM#2-Motorola cell phonelPDA
5

155 EM#3, garage west wall
156 EM#3- poster
157 EM#3- poster
158 EM#4, northeast cabinet in garage
159 EM#4- floppy disks
160 EM#4- floppy disks
161

EM#4- floppy disks

162 EM#4- floppy disks
163 EM#4- floppy disks
164 EM#4- floppy disks
165 EM#5-6, southeast corner of garage
166 EM#5- CDR's in case
167 EM#5- CDR's in case
168 EM#6- Polaroid camera
169 EM#6- Polaroid camera
170 EM#6- Polaroid camera
171 EM#7-8, northeast family room northeast corner wall
172 EM#7-8
173 EM#7-8
174 EM#7- photograph
175 EM#7 - photograph
176 EM#8- photograph
177 EM#8- photograph
178 EM#9-10, northeast family room southwest corner china cabinet
179 EM#9-10, cabinet drawers
180 EM#9- DVDR's in cases
181 EM#9- DVDR's in cases
182 EM#9- DVDR's in cases
183 EM#10- CD's and 8mm tapes
184 EM#IO- CD's and 8mm tapes
185 EM#11-13, north bedroom/playroom east wall
186 EM#l1- VCR w/tape
6

187 EM#ll- VCR w/tape
188 EM#12- DVD player
189 EM#13- Kodak EasyShare programs
190 EM#13- Kodak EasyShare programs
191 EM#13- Kodak EasyShare programs
192 EM#13- Kodak EasyShare programs
193 EM#13- Kodak EasyShare programs
194 EM#13- Kodak EasyShare programs
195 EM#14, containers with miscellaneous photos from north bedroom/playroom closet
196 EM#14- containers with miscellaneous photos from north bedroom/playroom closet
197 EM# 14- containers with miscellaneous photos from north bedroom/playroom closet
198

EM# 14- containers with miscellaneous photos from north bedroom/playroom closet

199 EM# 14- containers with miscellaneous photos from north bedroom/playroom closet
200

EM#14- containers with miscellaneous photos from north bedroom/playroom closet

201

EM#15, lower level northeast hallway wall

202

EM# 15- photo

203

EM#15- photo

204

EM#16, lower level northeast hallway closet

205

EM#16- camera equipment on closet shelf

206

EM#16- camera equipment on closet shelf

·207

EM# 16- camera equipment on closet shelf

208

EM# 16- camera equipment from closet shelf

209

EM#16- Polaroid camera

210

EM# 16- Polaroid camera

211

EM#16- bag with 35mm camera

212

EM#16- bag with 35mm camera

213

EM#16- bag with video camera, digital camera, and 35mm camera

214

EM#16- bag with video camera, digital camera, and 35mm camera

215

EM# 16- Kodak digital camera

216

EM#16- Kodak digital camera serial #KCKCY51110959

217

EM#16- Olympus 35mm camera

218

EM#16- Olympus 35mm camera serial #6865651
7

219 EM#16- 35mm film roll from bag
220 EM# 16- Sony digital camera
221

EM# 16- Sony digital camera

222 EM#16- Sony digital camera serial #1403143
223 EM# 16- bag with Kodak picture printer
224 EM# 16- bag with Kodak picture printer
225 EM# 16- Kodak picture printer books
226 EM# 16- Kodak picture printer
227 EM# 16- Kodak picture printer and paper
228 EM# 16- Kodak picture printer
229 EM# 16- Kodak picture printer serial #KCNEF512T5160
230 EM#17, lower level northeast hallway closet
231 EM# 17- sweater in closet
232 EM# 17- front of sweater in closet
233 EM#17- close up oflabel: Circo
234 EM#17- close up of size: 3T
235 EM#17-close up of size: 3T
236 EM# 17- back of sweater in closet
237 EM#18, southeast living room east wall television unit
238 EM# 18- tapes
239 EM# 18- tapes
240 EM#19- CD's
241 EM#19- CD's
242 EM#19- CD's
243 EM#19- CD's
244 EM#20-22, southwest kitchen north wall
245 EM#20- 35mm film rolls
246 EM#20-35mm film rolls
247 EM#21-22
248 EM#21- cable/software for Motorola phone/PDA
249 EM#21- cable/software for Motorola phone/PDA
250 EM#22- Indicia
8

251 EM#22- Indicia
252 EM#22- Indicia
253 EM#22- Indicia
254 EM#22- passports
255 EM#22- passports
256 EM#22- passports
257 EM#22- passports
258 EM#23, laundry room west wall
259 EM#23- towel
260 EM#23- towel
261 EM#23- towel
262 EM#23- towel
263 EM#24, master bedroom bathroom south wall linen closet
264 EM#24- towel
265 EM#24- towel
266 EM#24- towel
267 EM#24- towel
268 EM#24- towel
269 EM#24- towel
270 EM#25, central staircase
271 EM#25- laptop in bag
272 EM#25- laptop in bag
273 EM#25- laptop in bag
274 EM#25- laptop identifying information
275 EM#25- laptop identifying information
276 EM#25- laptop identifying information
277 EM#25- laptop in bag
278 EM#25- laptop in bag
279 EM#26, master bedroom floor
280 EM#26- VHS tapes
281 EM#26- VHS tapes
282 EM#27, master bedroom floor
9

283

EM#27- VHS tapes

284 EM#28, master bedroom west wall shelving
285 EM#28- boxes and packages of photos
286 EM#29, master bedroom northwest computer desk
287 EM#29- CD's/DVD's/floppy disks
288 EM#29- CD's/DVD's/floppy disks
289 EM#29- CD's/DVD's/floppy disks
290 EM#29- CD's/DVD's/floppy disks
291 EM#30-31, master bedroom northwest computer desk
292 EM#30-31
293

EM#30- PDA/cell phone accessories

294 EM#31- CD's/floppy disk
295 EM#31- CD' s/floppy disk
296 EM#31- CD's/floppy disk
297 Computer equipment
298 HP Pavilion computer tower
299 Computer equipment wiring
300 HP printer
301 Computer equipment wiring
302 Computer equipment wiring
303 Computer identifying information
304 Computer equipment wiring
305 Computer equipment wiring
306 Computer identifying information
307 Computer identifying information
308 Computer identifying information
309 Linksys systems equipment
310 Linksys systems equipment
311 Linksys systems equipment wiring
312 EM#32- upper level landing play area
313 EM#32- Olympus digital camera in box
314 EM#32- Olympus digital camera in box
10
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315

EM #32- Olympus digital camera in box

316

EM #32- Olympus digital camera in box

317

EM #32- Olympus digital camera in box

318

EM #32- Olympus digital serial #

319

EM #32- Olympus digital serial #

320

EM #32- Olympus digital serial #

321

EM#32- Olympus digital serial #188236272

CST Jaime Carlton #8889
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